Infopack
„Work4Future” 11-18.01.2015, Wisła, Poland
Training course"Work4Future" is an international initiative of (Poland), (Turkey) ,
ADTRE (Romania) and (Slovenia)‐ a total of 24 participants (6 from each organisation),
aged 18-45.
The theme of the project is to street work, as an innovative way of working with young
people at risk of social exclusion or excluded . The project aims to establish networks between
organizations in order to develop quality projects aimed at "re‐active" young people in society,
it will become more entrepreneurial and willing to take action and fight for a better tomorrow .
With our project participants not only share their experience and gain the necessary knowledge
and skills, but also will work on their own projects ideas and will be encouraged by us to use
and implement knowledge to young people they work with every day. With our project, we
hope that not only our participants become more confident in what they do, more enterprising
and determined in their actions, but also move all these positive aspects for young people in
their local communities. Any actionworkshops, panel discussions integration by games,
movement activities, evaluation sessions will be based on non-formal education
methods. Trening Course “Work4Future” , which will be held in Wisła(Poland)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wis%C5%82a, will consist of three basic parts:
‐ The preparatory period
‐ Implementation (11.01.-18.01.2015)
‐ Dissemination of the project results to the end of its duration.

FINANCIAL CONDITIONS
Transportation costs of all participants will be covered by project budget up to Erasmus + limits
of transportation costs for partner countries (look below).

Transportation is reimburesed up to national limits of travel (look below) on
way city of hosting organisation-Wisła(venue)-city of hosting organisation.
So all participants (by their partner organisation) will have to buy their tickets from home to
Wisła (Poland) and we will pay up to limits of transportation costs per country during project
activities by cash.
During project we will host you in hotel/guesthouse http://relaks‐wisla.pl/. All costs related to
accomodation, and food (3 meals per day “breakfast, lunch, supper”) will be covered by
Project budget as well. We will not pay preparation costs for partner organizations since it wil
be contribution from side of partner organisations as we already informed before project
application. Participants will pay 50 euro contribution before TC as well.
Limits of transportation costs for partner countries are:
All amounts above are amounts provided for participant's own contribution! Example for
italian pax- plane tickets purchased for 300 euros, will be reimbursed in the amount of 275
euros
‐Participants from Romania 275€ will be reimbused per participant

total %100 for whole group will be 1650€ (max.) reimbursement for
whole group.
‐Participants from Poland

0€ will be reimbused per participant
You can buy tickets after 20.10.2014! before this date we will not
reimbuse it!
Don’t forget to bring invoices of your tickets, since we can not reimburse
anything without documentation. Boarding passes are also very important.

TRANSPORTATION
Wisła is easy to reach from big cities like Kraków or Katowice. We offer You two options.
‐ First‐ we will provide transportation from airport to venue (Wisła). In this situation Your limits
of transportation costs for partner countries will be a bit lower (we will have to pay for shuttle
buses)
‐ Second‐ You will be obligated to reach venue by Yourself. There are buses and trains from
Katowice and Kraków daily since it becomes more than 3 from each city. You can check tickets
and flights from www.pkp.pl,
http://www.pks‐katowice.pl/rozklad‐jazdy/, http://www.mda.malopolska.pl/en.home.html. So
feel free to check connections from all these cities since we have limited budget for all groups.
If you will come to different cities pleasse contact with us about transportation issues for to
support you during whole process.

WHAT TO BRING
Comfortable clothes and shoes for workshops which we will organize in indoor and outdoor
atmosphere depending on weather, slippers. Camera and laptop you can bring on your own
risk. Photos will be taken during project by our team as well and at the end of the project we
will share on‐line with all partner organizations before departure. Traditional food, drink and
souvenirs for intercultural night activities. It would be nice to prepare some interesting
presentations of your country but not Youtube videos ;). You can teach your songs and dances
to all participants when you will have the stage.

INSURANCE & HEALTH ISSUES
The participants are themselves responsible to get a travel insurance. If anyone who uses
medicine should bring with themselves. We don’t give any medicines and we don’t cover
insurance fees.

FOOD
If anyone who is vegan or vegetarian in your group (or who has some allergic problems), please
inform us about this.
It is especially important for us to know about diets/allergies/special needs.

Please provide us list of participants and copies of tickets 3

weeks before the project!
CONTACT
For any question, suggestion, or problem connected with project, you can contact with us
through madalina@adtre.eu or info@adtre.eu

